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2
The step of selecting one of said at least two motion-shifted
versions of the at least one image pixel preferably includes
comparing said at least two motion-shifted versions with each
other or with the at least one image pixel of the current frame,
and choosing one of said at least two motion-shifted versions
based on the comparison result.
The step of comparing said at least two motion-shifted
versions with each other preferably includes determining the

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR PROCESSING
PXELS CONTAINED IN AVIDEO

SEQUENCE

The present invention relates to methods and devices for
processing pixels contained in a video sequence.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

An in-loop filter for processing video sequences is
described in 1. This filterprovides adaptive de-blocking and
has shown to improve both the subjective and the objective
quality of a decoded video sequence.
The concept of motion compensated temporal filtering was
first introduced in 2. The notion of a motion trajectory and
its applications to video coding were first described in 3.
which was extended to a temporal filtering approach in 4.
Approaches with a similar aim have been presented in 5 and

10

based on said distance or distances.
A first motion-shifted version and a second motion-shifted
15

Even though most of the mentioned prior art filters provide
quite good results, better performance is still desirable for
many of today's video applications.
OBJECTIVE OF THE PRESENT INVENTION
25

30

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An embodiment of the present invention relates to a
method for processing the pixel value of at least one image
pixel contained in a current frame of a video sequence, said
method comprising the steps of constructing an individual
motion trajectory comprising motion-shifted versions of the
at least one image pixel over a plurality of preceding and/or
Subsequent frames, and processing the pixel value based on
the individual motion trajectory,
wherein said step of constructing said individual motion tra
jectory comprises the steps of:
choosing the at least one image pixel of the current frame as
a start pixel of the individual motion trajectory, and
adding motion-shifted versions of the at least one image
pixel of preceding and/or Subsequent frames to the indi
vidual motion trajectory;
wherein for each of the plurality of preceding and/or sub
sequent frames, at least two motion-shifted versions of
the at least one image pixel are determined,
wherein, for each of the plurality of preceding and/or sub
sequent frames, one of said at least two motion-shifted
versions of the at least one image pixel is selected and
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predefined threshold, and wherein for each of the plurality of
preceding and/or Subsequent frames, the second motion
shifted version is added to the individual motion trajectory if
the distance between the pixel location of the first motion
shifted version and the pixel location of the second motion
shifted version exceeds said predefined threshold.
The first motion-shifted version of the at least one image
pixel may be determined based on a first motion model, and
the second motion-shifted version of the at least one image
pixel may be determined based on a second motion model.
The second motion model preferably requires more motion
related parameters and provides a more accurate estimation
of pixel motion than the first motion model.
Further, for each of the plurality of preceding and/or sub
sequent frames, the first motion-shifted version may be added
to the individual motion trajectory if the difference between
the pixel value of the first motion-shifted version and the pixel
value of the second motion-shifted version is smaller than a
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predefined threshold; and for each of the plurality preceding
and/or Subsequent frames, the second motion-shifted version
is added to the individual motion trajectory if the difference
between the pixel value of the first motion-shifted version and
the pixel value of the second motion-shifted version exceeds
said predefined threshold.
Furthermore the step of comparing said at least two
motion-shifted versions with the at least one image pixel of
the current frame may include determining the distances
between said at least two motion-shifted versions and the at
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least one image pixel of the current frame, respectively,
wherein for each of the plurality of preceding and/or subse
quent frames, the first motion-shifted version is added to the
individual motion trajectory if the difference in the distances
is smaller thana predefined threshold, and whereinfor each of
the plurality of preceding and/or Subsequent frames, the sec
ond motion-shifted version is added to the individual motion

trajectory if the difference in the distances exceeds the pre

wherein the selected motion-shifted version is added to the

individual motion trajectory.
According to this embodiment of the invention, two or
more motion-shifted versions of the image pixel are deter
mined for each preceding and/or Subsequent frame of the
trajectory. This allows picking the “best motion-shifted ver
sion out of a plurality of versions for each frame. Thus, the
estimation of the pixel motion can be optimized for each
frame in view of predefined criteria Such as the most accurate
motion estimation (i.e. best video quality) and/or a minimum
number of additional bits for describing the pixel motion (i.e.
maximum data compression).

version of the at least one image pixel may be determined,
wherein for each of the plurality of preceding and/or subse
quent frames, the first motion-shifted version is added to the
individual motion trajectory if the distance between the pixel
location of the first motion-shifted version and the pixel loca
tion of the second motion-shifted version is smaller than a

6.

An objective of the present invention is to provide a method
for efficiently processing image pixels in order to increase the
quality of a video sequence.
A further objective of the present invention is to provide a
device for efficiently processing image pixels in order to
increase the quality of a video sequence.

distance between said at least two motion-shifted versions

and choosing one of said at least two motion-shifted versions

defined threshold.
60
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The step of comparing said at least two motion-shifted
versions with the at least one image pixel of the current frame
may also include comparing the pixel values of said at least
two motion-shifted versions with the pixel value of the at least
one image pixel of the current frame, respectively, and choos
ing the motion-shifted version which has the most similar
pixel value compared to the at least one image pixel of the
current frame.

Further, an individual stop marker for the processed pixel
value may be added to the video data bit stream, said indi

US 9,159,139 B2
4
sequence, wherein the decoder comprises means for decod
ing data bits that describe said video sequence, and wherein
the decoder is configured to include said processed pixel
values generated by said combining means into the decoded
Video sequence.

3
vidual stop marker describing the individual length of the
individual motion trajectory that was used for forming said
processed pixel value.
The individual motion trajectory of said image pixel may
be constructed by concatenating at least two block motion
vectors between adjacent frames of the video sequence, said
at least two block motion vectors describing the motion of
image blocks, each of which comprises said image pixel.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Furthermore, at least two block motion vectors between

adjacent frames of the video sequence may be coded in the

In order that the manner in which the above-recited and
10

video bit stream.

The frames of said video sequence may be filtered and/or
predicted by incorporating said processed pixel value of said
image pixel into the video sequence.
At least one flag bit may be generated to signal the presence
of the processed pixel values in the video sequence.
Furthermore, further video sequences having spatially
adjacent frames with the same image pixel may be taken into
account to form said processed pixel value of said image
pixel.
The processed pixel value of said block image pixel is
preferably formed by recursive accumulation of the pixel
values of the selected motion-shifted versions of said image
pixel along the individual motion trajectory.
The method may comprise at least two different process
modes, wherein, in each process mode, an individual maxi
mum number of frames is considered for constructing the
individual motion trajectory of the at least one image pixel,
and wherein a flag is generated which indicates the process
mode that has been carried out.

A further embodiment of the present invention relates to a
device capable of carrying out the method as described above.
The device may comprise a processor and a memory stor
ing an executable computer program capable of performing
the methods steps as described above.
The device may be a part of a filter (e.g. in-loop-filter), a

cific embodiments thereof which are illustrated in the
15

Stream.

Alternatively, the device may be a decoder for decoding an
encoded video data bit stream to generate a decoded video

appended figures. Understanding that these figures depict
only typical embodiments of the invention and are therefore
not to be considered to be limiting of its scope, the invention
will be described and explained with additional specificity
and detail by the use of the accompanying drawings in which
FIGS. 1-4 show exemplary embodiments of a method for
processing the pixel value of image pixels inframes of a video
sequence, and
FIG. 5 shows an exemplary embodiment of a device
capable of processing the pixel value of image pixels in
frames of a video sequence.

25

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

30

35

decoder and/or an encoder.

A preferred embodiment of such a device comprises:
trajectory constructing means configured to construct an
individual motion trajectory comprising motion-shifted
versions of said block image pixel over a multiplicity of
neighboring frames; and
combining means configured to combine the pixel values
of the motion-shifted versions of said block image pixel
along the individual motion trajectory using a weighting
function, to form a processed pixel value of said block
image pixel.
The trajectory constructing means and the combining
means may be software modules stored in a memory and
being run by a processor.
A preferred embodiment comprises a marker adder
capable of adding at least one stop marker for at least one of
the processed image pixels, said individual stop marker
describing the individual length of the individual motion tra
jectory of said processed image pixel and/or a flag bit gen
erator adapted to generate at least one flag bit to signal the
presence of the processed pixel values in the video sequence.
The device may be an encoder for processing an incoming
Video sequence and generating an encoded video data bit
stream, wherein the encoder comprises a data bit generator
capable of generating said encoded video data bit stream that
describes said video sequence, and wherein the encoder is
configured to include said processed pixel values generated
by said combining means into the encoded video data bit

other advantages of the invention are obtained will be readily
understood, a more particular description of the invention
briefly described above will be rendered by reference to spe

The preferred embodiments of the present invention will be
best understood by reference to the drawings, wherein iden
tical or comparable parts are designated by the same reference
signs throughout.
It will be readily understood that the present invention, as
generally described herein, could vary in a wide range. Thus,
the following more detailed description of the exemplary
embodiments of the present invention, is not intended to limit
the scope of the invention, as claimed, but is merely repre
sentative of presently preferred embodiments of the inven
tion.

40
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FIG. 1 shows a first exemplary embodiment of a method for
processing a pixel value V(P) of an image pixel P contained in
a current frame Fi of a video sequence.
First, an individual motion trajectory T is constructed for
the image pixel P. The trajectory T extends from the current
frame Fito several preceding and/or Subsequent frames. The
preceding and/or Subsequent frames may be frames which
have been obtained by decoding previously encoded frames.
Regarding FIG. 1, the construction of the trajectory T is
explained with reference to three preceding frames Fi-1, Fi-2,
and Fi-3. Additionally, further preceding frames and subse
quent frames might also be taken into account as will be more
apparent from the explanations as set out below.
Starting from the image pixel P in the current frame Fi, at
least two pixels P1 and P1" are determined in the preceding
frame Fi-1. The first motion-shifted version P1 may be cal
culated based on a linear motion model and a linear motion

60
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vector which describes the movement of the image pixel from
the preceding frame Fi-1 to the current frame Fi.
The second motion-shifted version P1" may be calculated
based on a higher order motion model which is Supposed to
provide a more accurate estimation of the pixel movement
than the linear model applied to the first motion-shifted ver
sion P1. In order to provide a better estimation than the linear
model, the higher order motion model preferably uses more
estimation parameters than the linear model.
Then, the distanced 1 between both motionshifted versions

P1 and P1" is calculated and compared with a predefined

US 9,159,139 B2
5
threshold. Depending on the result of this comparison, the
first motion-shifted version P1 or the second motion-shifted

version P1' will be added to the trajectory T.
a) If the distance d1 between the pixel location of the first
motion-shifted version P1 and the pixel location of the second
motion-shifted version P1" is smaller than the predefined

5

threshold, the first motion-shifted version P1 is added to the

individual motion trajectory T.
b) If the distance d1 between the pixel location of the first
motion-shifted version P1 and the pixel location of the second
motion-shifted version P1' equals or exceeds the predefined

In contrast to the first embodiment of FIG. 1, the distances
10

threshold, the second motion-shifted version P1" is added to

the individual motion trajectory T.
Hereafter, it is assumed that the distance d1 between the

pixel location of the first motion-shifted version P1 and the
pixel location of the second motion-shifted version P1" is
smaller than the predefined threshold. Therefore, the first

between the position of both motion shifted versions P1 and
P1" and the position of the image pixel P are calculated and
compared to a predefined threshold. Depending on the result
of the comparison, the first motion-shifted version or the
second motion-shifted version will be added to the trajectory
T:

15

motion-shifted version P1 is added to the individual motion

trajectory T. and the second motion-shifted version P1" is
discarded.

In the same way, the other preceding frames Fi-2 and Fi-3
are analyzed, and motion-shifted versions of the image pixel
Pare added to the motion trajectory T.
Starting from the first motion-shifted version P1 in frame
Fi-1, two pixels P2 and P2 are determined in the further
preceding frame Fi-2. A first motion-shifted version P2 is

6
difference AV(P) between the processed pixel value V(P) and
the unprocessed pixel value V(P) may be taken into account
and added to the video sequence or to the bit stream which
describes the video sequence.
FIG.2 shows a second exemplary embodiment of a method
for processing the pixel value V(P) of an image pixel P con
tained in a current frame Fi of a video sequence.

Regarding frame Fi-1, the distance d1 between the pixel
location of the first motion-shifted version P1 and the pixel
location of the image pixel P in frame Fi is determined.
Further, the distance d1' between the pixel location of the
second motion-shifted version P1" and the pixel location of
the image pixel P in frame Fi is determined. If the difference
between the distances d1 and d1' is smaller than a predefined
threshold TH, the first motion-shifted version P1 is added to

the individual motion trajectory T; otherwise the second
motion-shifted version P1" is added to the individual motion
25

trajectory T.

calculated based on the linear motion model. A second

motion-shifted version P2 is calculated based on the higher
order motion model. Then, the distance d2 between both
motion shifted versions P2 and P2 is calculated and com

pared to the predefined threshold. Depending on the result of
this comparison, the first motion-shifted version P2 or the
second motion-shifted version P2’ will be added to the trajec
tory T. Here, it is assumed that the distance d2 between the
pixel location of the first motion-shifted version P2 and the
pixel location of the second motion-shifted version P2’
exceeds the predefined threshold. Therefore, the second

30
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motion-shifted version P2" is added to the individual motion

trajectory T. and the first motion-shifted version P2 is dis
carded.

40

Starting from the second motion-shifted version P2" in
frame Fi-2, two motion-shifted versions P3 and P3' are deter

mined in the further preceding frame Fi-3. The first motion
shifted version P3 is calculated based on the linear motion

model, and the second motion-shifted version P3' is calcu

45

lated based on the higher order motion model. Then, the
distance d3 between both motion shifted versions P3 and P3'

is calculated and compared to the predefined threshold.
Depending on the result of this comparison, the first motion
shifted version P3 or the second motion-shifted version P3'

will be added to the trajectory T as explained above.
The length of the trajectory may be predefined or flexibly
adapted to further parameters such as parameters of the result
ing trajectory. If for instance the pixel values (e.g. amplitude,
color) of the motion shifted versions in previous or subse
quent frames differ too much from the value of the image
pixel P in the current frame Fi, the trajectory may be stopped.
After the trajectory T has been completed, the pixel values
(e.g. pixel amplitudes) of the motion-shifted versions P1, P2,
P3 of the image pixel Palong the individual motion trajectory
T may be processed using a weighting function, and a pro
cessed pixel value (e.g. pixel amplitude) V(P) of the image
pixel P may be obtained. Furthermore, the difference AV(P)
between the processed pixel value V(P) and the pixel value
V(P) of the image pixel P may be determined.
For encoding and/or decoding the image pixel P of the
current frame Fi, the processed pixel value V(P) and/or the

50

In the same way, the other preceding frames Fi-2 and Fi-3
are analyzed, and motion-shifted versions P2 and P3 of the
image pixel P are added to the motion trajectory T.
After the trajectory T has been completed, the pixel values
(e.g. pixel amplitudes) of the motion-shifted versions P1, P2,
P3 of the image pixel Palong the individual motion trajectory
T may be processed using a weighting function, and a pro
cessed pixel value (e.g. pixel amplitude) V(P) of the image
pixel P may be obtained. Furthermore, the difference AV(P)
between the processed pixel value V(P) and the pixel value
V(P) of the image pixel P may be determined. For encoding
and/or decoding the image pixel P of the current frame Fi, the
processed pixel value V(P) and/or the difference AV(P)
between the processed pixel value V(P) and the unprocessed
pixel value V(P) may be taken into account and added to the
video sequence or to the bit stream which describes the video
Sequence.

FIG. 3 shows a third exemplary embodiment of a method
for processing the pixel value V(P) of an image pixel P con
tained in a current frame Fi of a video sequence.
In contrast to the first and second embodiments, the pixel
values (e.g. pixel amplitudes, color values) between the
motion shifted versions are calculated and the differences

55

between the pixel values are compared to a predefined thresh
old. This will be explained in further detail below:
Starting from image pixel P in the current frame Fi, at least
two pixels P1 and P1 are determined in the preceding frame
Fi-1. Again, the first motion-shifted version P1 may be cal
culated based on a linear motion model, and the second

60

motion-shifted version P1" may be calculated based on a
higher order motion model.
Then, the pixel values V(P1) and V(P1') of the first and
second motion-shifted versions P1 and P1 are compared, and
a difference value AV1 is calculated:

65

If the difference value AV1 is smaller than a predefined
threshold, the first motion-shifted version P1 is added to the

individual motion trajectory T.

US 9,159,139 B2
8
The weighting function Fw may be a function which aver
ages the pixel values V(P1"), V(P2) and V(P3) and generates
a mean pixel value Vmean:

7
If the difference value AV1 equals or exceeds the pre
defined threshold, the second motion-shifted version P1" is

added to the individual motion trajectory T.
Hereafter, it is assumed that the difference value AV1 is

smaller than the predefined threshold. Therefore, the first
motion-shifted version P1 is added to the individual motion

wherein in defines the number of frames taken into account.

trajectory T. and the second motion-shifted version P1" is
REFERENCES

discarded.

In the same way, the other preceding frames Fi-2 and Fi-3
are analyzed and motion-shifted versions P2 and P3 of the
image pixel Pare added to the motion trajectory T.
After the trajectory T has been completed, the pixel values
(e.g. pixel amplitudes) of the motion-shifted versions P1, P2,
and P3 of the image pixel P along the individual motion
trajectory T may be processed using a weighting function as
explained above.
FIG. 4 shows a fourth exemplary embodiment of a method
for processing the pixel value V(P) of an image pixel P con
tained in a current frame Fi of a video sequence.
In contrast to the third embodiment of FIG. 3, the pixel
values (e.g. pixel amplitudes, color values) of the motion
shifted versions are compared to the pixel value V(P) of the
image pixel P in frame Fi.
Starting from image pixel P in the current frame Fi, at least
two pixels P1 and P1 are determined in the preceding frame
Fi-1. The first motion-shifted version P1 may be calculated
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based on a linear motion model, and the second motion

shifted version P1" may be calculated based on a higher order
motion model.

Then, the pixel values V(P1) and V(P1") of the first and
second motion-shifted versions P1 and P1 are compared to
the pixel value V(P) of the image pixel P in frame Fi, and

30
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difference values AV1 and AV1' are calculated:
REFERENCE SIGNS
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100 device

110 trajectory constructing unit
120 combining unit
If the difference value AV1 is smaller than the difference

value AV1', the first motion-shifted version P1 is added to the

40

individual motion trajectory T.
If the difference value AV1 equals or exceeds the differ
ence value AV1', the second motion-shifted version P1" is

added to the individual motion trajectory T. The latter case is
shown in FIG. 4.

In the same way, the other preceding frames Fi-2 and Fi-3
are analyzed, and motion-shifted versions P2 and P3 of the
image pixel Pare added to the motion trajectory T.
After the trajectory T has been completed, the pixel values
(e.g. pixel amplitudes) of the motion-shifted versions P1, P2,
and P3 of the image pixel P along the individual motion
trajectory T may be processed using a weighting function as
explained above.
FIG. 5 shows an embodiment of a device 100 for process
ing the pixel value V(P) of block image pixels P contained in
a video sequence.
The device 100 comprises a trajectory constructing unit
110 which constructs an individual motion trajectory T(P.
P1'.P2.P3) comprising motion-shifted versions of block
image pixel P1, P2, and P3 (see also FIG. 4) over a multi
plicity of neighboring frames Fito Fi-3 (see also FIG. 4).
The device 100 further comprises a combining unit 120
which combines the pixel values V(P1"), V(P2) and V(P3) of
the motion-shifted versions P1, P2, and P3 of the block image
pixel Palong the individual motion trajectory T using a pre
defined weighting function Fw in order to form a processed
pixel value V(P) of the said block image pixel P.

45

d1 distance
d1' distance
d2 distance
d3 distance
Fi frame
Fi-1 frame
Fi-2 frame
Fi-3 frame

50

Fw weighting function
P1, P1’ pixels
P2, P2 pixels
P3, P3' pixels
V(P) pixel value
V"(P) processed pixel value
T motion trajectory
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The invention claimed is:
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1. A method for processing a pixel value of at least one
image pixel contained in a current frame of a video sequence,
said method comprising the steps of constructing an indi
vidual motion trajectory comprising motion-shifted versions
of the at least one image pixel over a plurality of preceding
and/or Subsequent frames, and processing the pixel value
based on the individual motion trajectory,
wherein said step of constructing said individual motion
trajectory comprises the steps of
choosing the at least one image pixel of the current frame
as a start pixel of the individual motion trajectory, and
adding motion-shifted versions of the at least one
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image pixel of preceding and/or Subsequent frames to
the individual motion trajectory;
wherein for each of the plurality of preceding and/or sub
sequent frames, at least two motion-shifted versions of
the at least one image pixel are determined per frame, a

10
added to the individual motion trajectory if the differ
ence in the distances exceeds the predefined threshold.
6. The method of claim 1, wherein
5

first motion-shifted version of said at least two motion

shifted versions per frame being determined based on a
first motion model and a second motion-shifted version

of said at least two motion-shifted versions per frame
being determined based on a second motion model,
wherein the second motion model provides a more accu
rate estimation of pixel motion than the first motion

10

model,

wherein for each of the plurality of preceding and/or sub
sequent frames, the distance between said at least two
motion-shifted versions in their respective same frame is
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determined,

wherein, for each of the plurality of preceding and/or sub
sequent frames, one of said at least two motion-shifted
versions of the at least one image pixel is selected per
frame based on the distance or distances between the

motion-shifted versions in their respective same frame,
and
wherein the selected motion-shifted version is added to the

individual motion trajectory.

25

2. The method of claim 1,

wherein for each of the plurality of preceding and/or sub
sequent frames, the first motion-shifted version is added
to the individual motion trajectory if the distance
between the pixel location of the first motion-shifted
version and the pixel location of the second motion
shifted version is smaller than a predefined threshold,
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and

wherein for each of the plurality of preceding and/or sub
sequent frames, the second motion-shifted version is
added to the individual motion trajectory if the distance
between the pixel location of the first motion-shifted
version and the pixel location of the second motion
shifted version exceeds said predefined threshold.
3. The method of claim 1, wherein the second motion
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model requires more motion related parameters.
4. The method of claim 1,

wherein for each of the plurality of preceding and/or sub
sequent frames, the first motion-shifted version is added
to the individual motion trajectory if the difference
between the pixel value of the first motion-shifted ver
sion and the pixel value of the second motion-shifted
version is smaller than a predefined threshold, and
wherein for each of the plurality preceding and/or subse
quent frames, the second motion-shifted version is
added to the individual motion trajectory if the differ
ence between the pixel value of the first motion-shifted
version and the pixel value of the second motion-shifted
version exceeds said predefined threshold.
5. The method of claim 1,

45
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mine at least two motion-shifted versions of said block

image pixel per frame, a first motion-shifted version of
said at least two motion-shifted versions perframe to be
55

wherein said step of comparing said at least two motion
shifted versions with the at least one image pixel of the
current frame includes determining the distances

determined based on a first motion model and a second
motion-shifted version of said at least two motion

shifted versions per frame to be determined based on a
second motion model, wherein the second motion model

provides a more accurate estimation of pixel motion than

between said at least two motion-shifted versions and

the at least one image pixel of the current frame, respec
tively,
wherein for each of the plurality of preceding and/or sub
sequent frames, the first motion-shifted version is added
to the individual motion trajectory if the difference in the
distances is Smaller than a predefined threshold, and
wherein for each of the plurality of preceding and/or sub
sequent frames, the second motion-shifted version is

said step of comparing said at least two motion-shifted
versions with the at least one image pixel of the current
frame includes comparing the pixel values of said at
least two motion-shifted versions with the pixel value of
the at least one image pixel of the current frame, respec
tively, and choosing the motion-shifted version which
has the most similar pixel value compared to the at least
one image pixel of the current frame.
7. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of
adding an individual stop marker for the processed pixel value
to the video data bit stream, said individual stop marker
describing the individual length of the individual motion tra
jectory that was used for forming said processed pixel value.
8. The method according to claim 1, wherein the individual
motion trajectory of said image pixel is constructed by con
catenating at least two block motion vectors between adjacent
frames of the video sequence, said at least two block motion
vectors describing the motion of image blocks, each of which
comprises said image pixel.
9. The method according to claim 8, wherein said at least
two block motion vectors between adjacent frames of the
Video sequence are coded in the video bit stream.
10. The method according to claim 1, wherein frames of
said video sequence are filtered and/or predicted by incorpo
rating said processed pixel value of said image pixel into the
Video sequence.
11. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one flag bit is
generated to signal the presence of the processed pixel values
in the video sequence.
12. The method according to claim 1 wherein the processed
pixel value of said block image pixel is formed by recursive
accumulation of the pixel values of the selected motion
shifted versions of said image pixel along the individual
motion trajectory.
13. A device for processing pixel values of at least one
block image pixel contained in a video sequence, said device
comprising:
trajectory constructing means configured to construct an
individual motion trajectory comprising motion-shifted
versions of said block image pixel over a multiplicity of
neighboring frames; and
combining means configured to combine the pixel values
of the motion-shifted versions of said block image pixel
along the individual motion trajectory using a weighting
function, to form a processed pixel value of said block
image pixel,
wherein for each of the multiplicity of neighboring frames,
the trajectory constructing means is configured to deter
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the first motion model,

wherein the trajectory constructing means is configured to
select one of said at least two motion-shifted versions of

said block image pixel per frame,
wherein to select one of said at least two motion-shifted
65

versions of said block image pixel, said trajectory con
structing means is configured to compare said at least
two motion-shifted versions with each other or with said
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block image pixel of a current frame, and to choose one
of said at least two motion-shifted versions based on a

comparison result, and
wherein to compare said at least two motion-shifted ver
sions with each other, said trajectory constructing means 5
is configured to determine a distance between said at
least two motion-shifted versions, and to choose one of

said at least two motion-shifted versions perframe based
on said distance or distances between the motion-shifted

versions in their respective same frame.
14. The device of claim 13 further comprising
a marker adder capable of adding at least one stop marker
for at least one of the processed image pixels, said indi

vidual stop marker describing the individual length of

the individual motion trajectory of said processed image
pixel, and/or
a flag bit generator adapted to generate at least one flag bit
to signal the presence of the processed pixel values in the
Video sequence.
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15. The device according to claim 13,
wherein the device is an encoder for processing an incom
ing video sequence and generating an encoded video
data bit stream;

wherein the encoder comprises a data bit generator capable
of generating said encoded video data bit stream that
describes said video sequence; and
wherein the encoder is configured to include said pro
cessed pixel values generated by said combining means
into the encoded video data bit stream.

16. The device according to claim 13,
wherein the device is a decoder for decoding an encoded
video data bit stream to generate a decoded video
Sequence;

5

wherein the decoder comprises means for decoding data
bits that describe said video sequence; and
wherein the decoder is configured to include said pro
cessed pixel values generated by said combining means
into the decoded video sequence.
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